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Recent WCC News

	Piñon Ridge uranium mill draws strong public comments
	Garfield County settles oil shale lawsuit with WCC, GVCA
	Take Action: Comment on Uranium Mill NOW
	JOB OPENING
	MountainFilm in Montrose on Nov. 9
	 Colorado is a city of rapid growth of Bitcoin Trading with bitcoin billionaire app 













Western Colorado Congress (WCC)
is an alliance for community action empowering people to protect and enhance their quality of life in western Colorado. We have several plans in the works to help Western Colorado's economy grow.  Cryptocurrencies have the potential to enable this economic growth. Cryptocurrencies have long been discussed and debated, but they are only now becoming widely accepted as financial instruments. Bitcoin, the most well-known of these cryptocurrencies, has already enabled many people and businesses to develop and flourish, while many also rely on trading as a source of income.  One such trending app to trade these bitcoins is the BitIQ. This is a crypto trading bot. It is a trading app designed for traders and investors at all skill levels. Reading Bitiq software 2021 reviews will provide you with information on how this cryptocurrency investment platform claims to make investing simple, profitable, and low-risk for users. This bot does the job of monitoring the financial markets on your behalf, allowing you to develop much better trading strategies and mitigate your risks. It is undeniable that Bitcoins broaden the scope of economic development.  


	 Oil and Gas Drilling

	Uranium - Piñon Ridge

	
Work for WCC!
 

	
Speak out for increased protection from drilling and fracking in our neighborhoods — send an email to Gov. Hickenlooper TODAY asking him to increase the required distance between homes and this heavy industrial activity.  	Send Judge Dana an email by November 12 urging him to deny or add strong conditions to the license for the proposed Piñon Ridge uranium mill in the West End of Montrose County!  Use our talking points to prepare your own comments or use our sample letter as your starting point! 	Western Colorado Congress is accepting applications for a full-time COMMUNITY ORGANIZER based in its Grand Junction office.  Deadline to apply: Nov. 30.  Position starts January 1, 2013. 



	
  




  Western Colorado Congress

  Western Colorado Congress is an alliance for community action empowering people

to protect and enhance their quality of life in western Colorado. Improving people's quality of life with Bitcoin hinges on realistic bitcoin price prediction every year. By providing accurate forecasts, individuals can make informed financial decisions, ensuring stability and prosperity. This approach blends the potential of digital currency with practical financial planning, paving the way for a more secure and prosperous future for all.
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